A global
union
UNI Global Union is the skills and services global union with
15.5 million members all over the world. It brings together
about 1000 unions. Its aim is to meet the challenges of the
globalization of world economies and create a truly global
union capable of dealing with multinationals while defending
and promoting workers interests at the level of governments,
regional and international institutions.
In order to achieve this, we need to be stronger and work
together.

Globalizing equality
The advances of technology and the increase in international
commercial exchanges have modified the organization of
work all over the globe. The increase in outsourcing,
sub-contracting as well as temporary work has resulted in the
inclusion of millions of workers into an unequal and unstable
labor market where young, migrant and women workers are
particularly vulnerable.
The Equal Opportunities Department organizes and develops
policies aimed at ensuring that all workers have access to decent
fair work with a decent salary. The work must be an occupation
freely entered upon and respect legal, health and safety regulations
and workers’ human rights.
We are aware that each region and country faces different
problems; consequently, we devise specific strategies in regular
collaboration with our affiliates and partners. We also assist them
develop policies that provide unions with tools to be change actors.
We fight together to achieve the same objective: globalizing equality.

Campaigns in the
regions
UNI has 4 active regional offices which are important actors on
their respective continents. They collaborate closely with UNI
affiliated unions to ensure that the increasing integration of
regional economies, of the European Union, MERCOSUR,
ASEAN and the African Union, includes social and equality
policies.
Furthermore, the women committees of each region deliberate
and address specific issues relevant to their circumstances.

UNI africa
Résidence Latrille, Boulevard Latrille
Bâtiment O, Appart 169, Rez-de-Chaussée-01 BP 6811,
Abidjan – Côte d'Ivoire
e-mail : uni-africa@uniglobalunion.org
UNI americas
Apartado postal 6-3899, Zona 6ª, El Dorado,
Panama, Republic of Panama
e-mail: uni-americas@uniglobalunion.org
tel: +507 321 0360/0361
Fax: +507 321 0370
UNI asia- pacific
170 Upper Bukit Timah Road,
14-01 Bukit Timah Shopping Centre, Singapore 588179
e-mail: uni-asiapacific@uniglobalunion.org
tel: +65 6 467 7888 Fax: +65 6 468 1410
UNI europa
Rue de l'Hôpital 31, Box 9, 1000 Brussels, Belgium.
e-mail: uni-europa@uigloblaunion.org
tel: +32 2 234 5 56
Fax: +32 2 235 08 70

Equal Opportunities Department
we work towards equality. join us.

